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Your Infiniti is built to the highest specifications of quality and is the result 
of truly remarkable design and engineering. Should the unexpected occur, 
however, and should you ever find yourself in need of assistance whilst 
travelling, for any reason, we will always be available to help you, 24 hours 
a day, 7 days a week. What’s more, you don’t even have to be travelling in 
your Infiniti to receive assistance. This is all part of the Total Ownership 
Experience that is unique to Infiniti.

Infiniti.            Peace of mind has a new standard.



Infiniti Touring Assistance covers both your car and you, the owner. It 
means that, regardless of whom is driving your Infiniti ( you, your spouse, 
a friend ), your car is always covered, throughout Europe.  And it means 
that if you, the owner, are driving or travelling in another vehicle, you 
are still covered by us.
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Coverage*



In the unlikely event that you require assistance whilst driving your Infiniti, 
we have a wide range of Mobility Services available to help you. 

Our top priority is you and your passengers. Your family. Your friends. Your 
colleagues. Our Mobility Services experts will ensure that  you and your 
passengers arrive safely at your destination, in comfort, while your Infiniti 
is cared for by our qualified technical personnel.

Until you are reunited with your Infiniti, we provide you with Mobility 
benefits, like premium hotel accommodation and local transportation. 
We source the best available replacement vehicles for you to drive. We 
arrange premium ground transport, or business class air tickets for you 
and your passengers. And we even cover your baggage.

Furthermore, if  you require assistance for inconveniences such as the loss 
of your key or a tyre puncture, we will  still assist  you free of charge. 
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Infiniti Mobility Benefits

*Please see the detailed terms and conditions on the ensuing pages.
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As an Infiniti owner, you are also eligible for an assistance credit that you 
can use once per year to receive help free of charge, regardless of the 
car you are driving or travelling in. So, if you have a breakdown in a car 
belonging to a friend or family member who has no assistance coverage, 
your status as the owner of an Infiniti gives you access to our Mobility 
Services. 

Free of charge, we will either repair that car on the roadside or tow it to a 
suitable workshop within 50km. 

To keep you on the move, we will provide you with a free taxi up to 50km. 

Furthermore, we will also be your free concierge for any travel or  accomodation 
arrangements you may wish us to make on your behalf. 

All of this just because you own an Infiniti.

Ownership privileges
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Not only are you covered in your country of residence, but you are also 
covered – with full benefits – wherever in Europe you take your Infiniti. 
That’s because a truly rewarding ownership experience knows no boundaries 
when it comes to safety, reliability and care.

Infiniti Touring Assistance is available to you for the duration of your
original manufacturer warranty: 3 years, 100’000km.

Pan-European

Validity
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Infiniti Touring Assistance Terms and Conditions

  The following are the terms and conditions (“Terms”) of the Infiniti Touring Assistance (“Infiniti Touring Assis-
tance”) provided by Infiniti1, and they explain how you may be eligible for Infiniti Touring Assistance.  Please read 
these Terms carefully.

1. Introduction

  Infiniti Touring Assistance is a serv-
ice for both you and your Infiniti car, 
since it allows you, the owner of an 
Infiniti vehicle and your Infiniti car 
(regardless of who is driving it) to 
receive Infiniti Touring Assistance.

  Benefits include, but are not limited 
to, roadside repair or recovery and 
storage, and additional services 
such as accommodation, replace-
ment vehicle, repatriation, etc. when 
immobilised while driving your 

  Infiniti vehicle or driving a third party 
vehicle, subject to these Terms (as 
amended from time to time).

2. Eligibility

  Infiniti Touring Assistance is avail-
able to you, the driver of an Infiniti 
vehicle or owner of an Infiniti vehcle 
driving a third party vehicle (“Eligi-
ble Customer” or “Customer”), sub-
ject to the following conditions :

  Infiniti Vehicle Driver : 
  As driver of an Infiniti vehicle (owner 

or a person duly authorised by the 
owner), you are eligible for Infiniti 
Touring Assistance if the Infiniti ve-
hicle is :

	 	 •	A	new	original	Infiniti	vehicle	pur-
chased from an official Infiniti Cen-
tre located in the European Union 
(excluding Cyprus and Denmark,) 

  or Switzerland (“Sales Territory”), 
  subject to the availability of
  Infiniti Touring Assistance on the 

date of request in the European Un-
ion and Albania, Andorra, Bosnia-
Herzegovina, Croatia, FYR Macedo-
nia, Israel, Lichtenstein, Monaco, 
Montenegro, Norway, Rep. of San 
Marino, Russia, Serbia, Switzerland, 
Turkey, Ukraine, Vatican2.(“Covered 
Territory”) ; (Infiniti vehicles sold by 
unauthorised dealers and any vehi-
cles sold in a country outside of the 
Sales Territory are excluded from the 
Touring Assistance) ;

	 	 •	 Still	 covered	 under	 the	 official	

vehicle manufacturer’s warranty (3 
years or 100,000km / 60,000 miles 
whichever of these occurs first ;

	 	 •	Not	converted	for	special	purposes	
(e.g. taxi, ambulance, armoured 
limousine, driving school vehicles) 
and/or is not part of a dedicated 
rental fleet ; and

	 	 •	 Immobilised	 in	 the	 Covered	Terri-
tory due to any of the covered events 
described in Section 3 below (“Cov-
ered Events”).

  Infiniti Vehicle Owner  : 
  As owner of an Infiniti vehicle, you 

are eligible for Infiniti Touring As-
sistance if you are driving a vehicle 
(not necessarily an Infiniti vehicle), 
provided that :

	 	 •	 You	 own	 an	 Infiniti	 vehicle	which	
meets all the cumulative conditions 
set out for the Infiniti Vehicle Driver 
under item (i) to (v) above ;

	 	 •	 You	 possess	 an	 activated	 Infiniti	
Ownership number. Further infor-
mation on the Infiniti Membership 
is available on the www.infiniti.eu 
website (the “Website”) in the Total 
Ownership Experience section ;

	 	 •	The	third	party	vehicle	belongs	to	
a family member or friend and is not 
covered by a roadside assistance 
policy ;

	 	 •	You	are	duly	authorised	by	a	family	
member or friend to drive their vehi-
cle ;

	 	 •	 This	 family	 member’s	 or	 friend’s	
vehicle must be less than 3.5 tons 
Gross Vehicle Mass and not be a 
taxi vehicle, a sanitary vehicle or 
any other special-purpose vehicle, 
agricultural vehicle, military vehi-
cle, armoured limousine, classic 
car, racing car or other vehicle with 
an estimated value in excess of 
125,000 Euro.

	 	 •	The	third	party	vehicle	 is	 immobi-
lised in the Covered Territory due to 
any of the Covered Events ; and

	 	 •	You	are	present	at	the	time	Infiniti	
Touring Assistance services are pro-
vided.

  Infiniti reserves the right to amend 

these Terms at any time and without 
incurring any liability to you. You 
shall be deemed to have received 
notice of any changes in the Terms 
upon your next visit to the Website.

  Infiniti reserves the right to seek fur-
ther proof of your eligibility for Tour-
ing Assistance, which you agree to 
provide on Infiniti’s request at your 
own expense.

3.  Covered Events

   Touring Assistance is available to 
Eligible Customers if the following 
Covered Events occur, subject to the 
exclusions described below in Sec-
tion 4 :

	 	 •	Mechanical	or	electrical	
  breakdown (“Breakdown”)
	 	 •	 Defect	 of	 safety	 related	 compo-

nents such as windscreen, side 
window, warning lights (that affect 
safety), airbag system, seatbelt, 
windscreen wipers, direction indica-
tors, front or rear lights

	 	 •	Pilot	errors	 (lack	of	 fuel,	 incorrect	
fuel, contaminated fuel, lock out, 
lost or broken vehicle keys, punc-
ture)

	 	 •	Road	traffic	accident	where	the	ve-
hicle is immobilised

	 	 •	 Vandalism	 where	 the	 vehicle	 is	
mobilised (wheels stolen)

	 	 •	Attempted	theft	where	the	vehicle	
is immobilised

	 	 •	Theft	of	the	vehicle
	 	 •	Fire	(due	to	engine	problem	for	ex-

ample)
	 	 •	Driver’s	incapacity	to	drive	due	to	

an illness or an accident

4. Exclusions

  Touring Assistance is excluded in the 
following situations :

	 	 •	 The	 Eligible	 Customer	 is	 involved	
in any way in a road traffic accident 
caused in violation of any applicable 
regulatory requirements.

	 	 •	Vehicle	is	involved	in	motor	racing,	
rallies, speed or duration tests, track 
days, practice run, or operated out-

1 Infiniti	means	the	Infiniti	Europe	division	of	Nissan	International	SA,	with	registered	address	at	Zone	d’Activités	La	Pièce	12,	1180	Rolle,	
Switzerland. 2 Limitations apply to : Cyprus, Iceland, Russia, and Ukraine.
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side official roads.
	 	 •	Assistance	 required	as	a	 result	of	

wars, riots, uprising, mass political 
demonstrations, pillage, strike, use 
for military purposes or acts of ter-
rorism, earthquake damage, freak 
weather conditions, atmospheric 
phenomena, nuclear transformation 
phenomena or radiation caused by 
artificial acceleration of atomic par-
ticles.

	 	 •	Breakdown	is	caused	by	deliberate	
damage or vandalism by the owner 
or driver or participation in a crimi-
nal act or offence.

	 	 •	Any	damage	as	a	result	of	interven-
tion of the authorities of the country 
where the assistance is given, or 
damage caused by unforeseen cir-
cumstances.

	 	 •	Any	damage	due	to	acting	contrary	
to the recommendations of the own-
er manual.

	 	 •	 Any	 consequential	 cost	 and/or	
damage to property as a result of a 
Breakdown.

	 	 •	Vehicles	kept	in	an	un-roadworthy	
condition or not serviced in accord-
ance with the manufacturer’s recom-
mendations.

	 	 •	 Any	 assistance	 service	 not	 de-
scribed in these Terms and not pre-
viously authorised by Infiniti Touring 
Assistance.

	 	 •	Any	Additional	Services	organised	
by a third party provider other than 
the provider of Infiniti Touring Assist-
ance.

	 	 •	Services	organised	by	you	or	by	a	
third party other than Infiniti Touring 
Assistance are excluded. The only 
regular exception is an immobilisa-
tion on a place where there is a state 
monopoly (for example recovery on 
motorways in France), or in a remote 
location and the supplier, such as a 
hotel, were only willing to accept a 
cash payment.

	 	 •	 Any	 cost	 that	 would	 have	 been	
payable if the Breakdown had not 
occurred, e.g. food, accommoda-
tion, taxi fares, petrol or toll charges, 
except where permitted by these 
Terms.

5. Benefits for Infiniti Vehicle Driver
 
  Eligible Customers immobilised in 

an Infiniti vehicle due to a Covered 
Event occurring within the Covered 
Territory can call their local Infiniti 
Touring Assistance number to 

  receive basic services (“Basic Serv-
ices”) and additional services (“Ad-
ditional Services”) in the Covered 
Territory as follows :

  Benefits Following a Breakdown :

•			 Basic	Services	:

  Roadside Repair :
  Basic assistance and repairs pro-

vided at the roadside or at home 
for electrical or mechanical repairs. 
If the Infiniti vehicle cannot be re-
paired at the roadside or at the 
Customer’s home address within a 
reasonable time, the immobilised 
Infiniti vehicle will be recovered as 
described below. If you choose so, 
temporary repairs may also be con-
ducted either to solve the problem 
or in order to allow you to drive the 
Infiniti vehicle directly to the near-
est Infiniti Centre. Should the Infiniti 
Centre need to keep the vehicle in 
order to repair it, the following shall 
apply :

	 	 •	 If	 it	 is	 following	 a	 mechanical	 or	
electrical failure (warrantable de-
fect), you may receive Additional 
Services as described below.

	 	 •	 If	 it	 is	 following	a	pilot	error	 (cus-
tomer-induced fault), you will be 
charged the Additional Services as 
described below, should you re-
quest them to be organised.

  Recovery :
  If the Infiniti vehicle cannot be re-

paired at the roadside or at home, 
and if the immobilisation reason is 
due to :

	 	 •	 a	warrantable	 defect	 :	 the	 Infiniti	
vehicle must be recovered to the

  Infiniti Centre of your choice.
	 	 •	a	pilot	error:	 the	Infiniti	vehicle	 is	

recovered to the nearest Infiniti Cen-
tre at Infiniti’s charge up to 250 km 
(one way distance) from the incident 
location. Additional recovery mile-
age will be at your cost.

  All passengers and any trailer or 
caravan pulled by the afflicted

  Infiniti vehicle will also be taken 
back to the Infiniti Centre or destina-
tion depending on circumstances in 
the most appropriate fashion.

  Storage : 
  If the Infiniti vehicle has to be recov-

ered and the nearest 
  Infiniti Centre is closed (out of busi-

ness hours), it will automatically 
be transported to a secure storage 
facility. The Infiniti vehicle will be 
taken to the Infiniti Centre the next 
working day at no extra charge to the 
Customer.

•			 Additional	Services	:
   The driver and the passengers of the 

Infiniti vehicle are entitled to the fol-
lowing Additional Services free of 
charge if the Infiniti vehicle cannot 
be repaired on the same day or if the 
repair will take longer than 3 hours 
according to the Manufacturer’s 
scale.

	 	 •	 If	 the	 Customer	 is	 immobilised	
less than 250km from their home 
address, then the Customer is enti-
tled to be transported to their home 
either by taxi (up to 100 km), chauf-
feured vehicle (up to 100 km) or train 
(up to 250 km).

	 	 •	 If	 the	 Customer	 is	 immobilised	
more than 250km away from their 
home address, then the Customer 
is entitled (subject to solution be-
ing acceptable to the Customer) to 
either accommodation or transport 
to their home, if the request is rea-
sonable, as following :

  Accommodation : 
  If you choose recovery of the Infiniti 

vehicle to the nearest Infiniti Centre, 
and you decide to wait for the Infiniti 
vehicle to be repaired at that loca-
tion, and the repairs are possible in 
less than 3 working days, then, you 
are entitled to :

	 	 •	Accommodation	in	a	premium	h	tel	
(based on local standards and sub-
ject to availability), up to 3 working 
days, including breakfast ;

	 	 •	 Daily	 local	 transportation	 reim-
bursement (up to €100 per day per 
incident) or rental vehicle ;

	 	 •	Entertainment	allowance	up	to	€50	
excl. VAT per day per immobilised 
person (driver and passengers), up 
to a maximum of 5 people, excl. VAT ; 
and

	 	 •	 Miscellaneous	 expenses	 such	 as	
phone usage, internet access, and 
small discretionary expenses may 
be included.

  Transport :
•			 Continuation	 of	 your	 journey	 by	

train/boat :
	 	 •	First	Class	tickets	for	you	and	your	

passengers and transport to the sta-
1 Infiniti	means	the	Infiniti	Europe	division	of	Nissan	International	SA,	with	registered	address	at	Zone	d’Activités	La	Pièce	12,	1180	Rolle,	
Switzerland. 2 Limitations apply to : Cyprus, Iceland, Russia, and Ukraine.



Infiniti Touring Assistance Terms and Conditions
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tion by taxi or chauffeur driven vehi-
cle.

	 	 •	Oversized/extra	baggage	charges
  are covered by Infiniti Touring As
  sistance (see Freight Forwarding 
  below).
•			 Or	 continuation	 of	 your	 journey	 by	

plane  :
	 	 •	 If	you	are	more	than	500km	away	

from your home and prefer air trans-
port over replacement vehicle or 
train/boat, then you will be entitled 
to Business Class tickets to your 
home or destination city together 
with your passengers, including pets 
(if possible).

	 	 •	Oversized	/	extra	baggage	charges	
are covered by Infiniti Touring As-
sistance (see Freight Forwarding be-
low).

•			 If	you	choose	to	have	the	Infiniti	ve-
hicle recovered to the Infiniti Centre 
of your choice, you recognise that 
Infiniti has no obligation to provide 
you with accommodation for the du-
ration of your journey.

   Replacement  Vehicle :
   You are entitled to a replacement 

vehicle in combination with the Ac-
commodation solution you choose, 
in lieu of local transport. This is not 
considered journey continuation, 
but local transport for you and your 
passengers while waiting for the

  Infiniti vehicle to be repaired.
•	 	 A	replacement	vehicle	can	be	offered	

as a journey continuation solution, if 
you choose to continue your

  journey rather than wait for the
  Infiniti vehicle to be repaired. In that 

case, the following rules apply :
	 	 •	If	you	prefer	to	continue	your	jour-

ney in a replacement vehicle, Tour-
ing Assistance services will organise 
a rental vehicle of a similar category 
as the Infiniti vehicle that was immo-
bilised.

	 	 •	 It	 is	mandatory	 for	you	 to	 comply	
with the rental company terms and 
conditions and local legal require-
ments : insurance, fuel and ancillary 
charges are to be covered by the 
Customer (including the provision of 
a credit card or a cheque deposit).

	 	 •	If	you	cannot	fulfil	the	vehicle	hire	

terms, or some factor prevents you 
from qualifying to hire a replacement 
vehicle, alternative arrangements

  will be offered.
	 	 •	There	is	no	minimum	km	between	

immobilisation and home in order to 
benefit a replacement vehicle.

	 	 •	You	can	keep	a	replacement	vehi-
cle for the duration of the repair. If 
the rental is above 3 working days, 
Infiniti will permit as required.

  Taxi and Chauffeur Driven Vehicle : 
  You are entitled to taxi or chauf-

feured car (subject to availability) 
up to 100km one way distance. This 
Additional Service can be used in 
combination with other Additional 
Services (e.g. train, plane, boat, 
rental vehicle).

  Freight Forwarding : 
  For all journey continuation options, 

a freight solution ( with insurance 
coverage subject to limitations ) will 
be provided for items transported 
in or on the exterior of the Infiniti 
vehicle (bicycles, skis/snowboards, 
roof container, trailer, etc. exclud-
ing livestock and perishable goods) 
that cannot be transported with the 
selected journey continuation op-
tion. Caravans and Boats are not 
automatically included and will be 
treated on a case-by-case basis.

•			 Vehicle Repatriation (Cross Border) :
  Should the estimated repair time 

of the Infiniti vehicle, immobilised 
whilst abroad, exceed 3 working 
days  :

	 	 •	The	Infiniti	vehicle	may	be	repatri-
ated, un-repaired, to the Infiniti Cen-
tre of your choice within your home 
country.

	 	 •	 The	 repaired	 Infiniti	 vehicle	 will	
be delivered to a location of your 
choice.

	 	 •	If	you	prefer	to	collect	the	repaired	
Infiniti vehicle yourself, we will offer 
a suitable transportation solution to 
you, the driver only.

   Vehicle Re-Delivery for Domestic In-
cidents : 

  The repaired Infiniti veIhicle will be 

delivered to a location of your choice 
within your home country. If you pre-
fer to collect the repaired 

  Infiniti vehicle yourself, we will offer 
a suitable transportation solution to 
you, the driver only. 

  Benefits Following Other Covered 
Events :

•	 	 For	 all	 covered	 events	 other	 than	 a	
Breakdown (with the exception of 
collisions), your benefits entitle-
ment is reduced to roadside repairs, 
recovery services up to 250 km, taxi, 
and train.

•	 	 For	 collisions,	 your	benefits	 entitle-
ment is limited to recovery to the 
nearest Infiniti Centre.

•	 	 Additional	 Services	 may	 be	 organ-
ised, but at the Customers’ own ex-
pense.

6.  Benefits for Infiniti Vehicle Owners

  Eligible Customers immobilised in a 
third party vehicle due to a Covered

  Event occurring within the Cov-
ered Territory (with the exception 
of Greece) can call Infiniti Touring 
Assistance to receive the following 
Basic Services and Additional Serv-
ices within the Covered Territory as 
follows :

  Road Side Repair :
•	 	 Basic	 assistance	 and	 repairs	 will	

be provided at the roadside or at 
home.

•	 	 Temporary	 repairs	may	also	be	pro-
vided in order to allow the Customer 
to drive their vehicle directly to the 
nearest repair facility.

  Recovery :
•	 	 If	 the	 vehicle	 cannot	 be	 repaired	

at the roadside, the vehicle will be 
recovered to the nearest available 
repair facility. Infiniti Touring Assist-
ance shall check if the national 

  Infiniti franchise has preferred re-
pairers (supplied by them) to which 
the vehicle shall be towed, up to 
50km from the site of the incident. If 
there is no preferred repairer within 
50km of the site of the incident, the 
vehicle will be recovered to the near-



est repair facility.
	 	 •	 Should	 the	 vehicle	 require	 over-

night storage, this will be provided 
to you free of charge.

  Replacement Vehicle :
•	 	 If	you	wish	to	continue	your	journey	

in a replacement vehicle, Infiniti 
Touring Assistance will organise a 
replacement vehicle which will be at 
your expense (Infiniti Touring Assist-
ance pre-agreed rates). The booking 
of this vehicle will be paid for by 

  Infiniti but the vehicle rental and any 
associated costs will be paid for di-
rectly by the Customer.

•	 	 It	 is	 mandatory	 for	 you	 to	 comply	
with the rental company terms and 
conditions : insurance, fuel and 
ancillary charges are to be covered 
by you (including the provision of a 
credit card or a cheque deposit).

•	 	 If	 you	 cannot	 fulfil	 the	 vehicle	 hire	
terms, or some factor prevents the 
driver from qualifying to hire the ve-
hicle, alternative arrangements will 
be organised but the expenses will 
be at your charge.

•	 	 You	are	free	to	choose	any	type	of	re-
placement vehicle as this is entirely 
at you own cost.

7. Limitations of Liability

  Except as described otherwise in 
these Terms, Infiniti Touring As-
sistance is offered on an entirely 
gratuitous basis by Infiniti and, by 
using the Assistance, you agree to 
accept as final and binding any and 
all decisions made by Infiniti and 
its appointed service providers and 
agent(s) on all matters relating to

  Infiniti Touring Assistance.

  Infiniti and its respective affiliates, 
subsidiaries, service providers and 
appointed agents including its inter-
net	 access	 providers	 («	 Infiniti	 Par-
ties ») shall not be held liable for any 
direct or indirect loss or any injury, 
loss or damage of any kind suffered 
by you as a result of benefiting from 
the Infiniti Touring Assistance. How-
ever, these limitations on liability 
shall not apply to any liability the 
exclusion or limitation of which is 
expressly prohibited by law.

  Infiniti disclaims all warranties or 
conditions, expressed or implied, 
including without limitation the war-

ranties or conditions of satisfactory 
quality or fitness for purpose and 
those that may arise from a course 
of dealing or usage of trade in con-
nection with the operation of the 
Infiniti Touring Assistance. Under no 
circumstances shall

  Infiniti be liable for any consequen-
tial, special, incidental or other 
damages arising out of or in any 
way related to the obligations and 
relationships established by this 
Touring Assistance. However, these 
limitations on liability shall not ap-
ply to any liability the exclusion or 
limitation of which is expressly pro-
hibited by law.

8. Privacy

  For privacy matters, please refer to 
Infiniti’s	Privacy	Policy	on	our	Web-
site.

9.  Termination
  
  Infiniti reserves the right to exclude 

any Eligible Customer from Infiniti 
Touring Assistance immediately for 
serious cause and/or to terminate or 
modify Infiniti Touring Assistance at 
any time for any reasons, at its sole 
discretion and without incurring any 
liability to any Eligible Customer.
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